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This paper deals with the order of contact between arbitrary sets X and Y lying
in the complex plane C. Let w be a rational function, and j g C. Suppose, at all0
 4  .points x g C j ` with w x s j , the sets X, Y have contact of a given orderi i 0
p . In the stability analysis of numerical methods for solving differential equations,i
 .the problem arises to determine the order of contact, say p, between w X and
 .w Y at j . In this paper a theorem is given according to which p s max p rl ,0 i i i
where l G 1 denotes the order of a certain nonvanishing derivative related to wi
y1   ..  .and x . The theorem is valid under the assumption that w w X ; cl X ori
y1   ..  .w w Y ; cl Y . This assumption is satisfied in the stability analysis just men-
tioned, so that the theorem settles the problem arising in that context. The paper
also deals with various natural questions related to the specific concept of order of
.contact used in the above mentioned theorem. Some of these questions are
important in view of applications. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Definition of Order of Contact
This paper deals with the contact between two arbitrary sets X and Y
lying in the complex plane C. An order concept is addressed which is
useful in assessing how far the sets lie away from each other, in the
 4neighborhood of a given point x g C j ` .0
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In the following definition of order of contact we deal with an arbitrary
real value p, satisfying
0 F p - `.
Further, we use, for x g C and Y ; C, the notations
< < 4d x , Y s inf x y y : y g Y , .
and
Yy1 s yy1 : y g Y with y / 0 . 4
 .DEFINITION 1.1. a The set X has contact of order p, with Y, at the
point x g C, if there exist positive a , a such that0 0 1
< <1qp < <d x , Y G a x y x whenever x g X , x y x F a . 1.1a .  .1 0 0 0
 .b The set X has contact of order p, with Y, at the point x s `, if0
there exist positive a , a such that0 1
y1 y1 < <y1yp < y1 <d x , Y G a x whenever 0 / x g X , x F a . 1.1b .  .1 0
The authors were led to using the above definitions by their experience
 .  .that properties like 1.1a , 1.1b are convenient in the stability analysis of
 w x.numerical methods for solving initial value problems see 6, 7, 8 . For
w xdefinitions closely related to Definition 1.1 we refer to 1, 5 .
1.2. Purpose of the Paper
In the stability analysis mentioned above, a situation is encountered with
the following features:
 . a w is a given rational function the so-called stability function of
.the numerical method , and j is a given point in C.0
 .b X and Y are subsets of C which contain no poles of w. At all
 .points x g C satisfying w x s j , the set X has contact of a given0 0 0
order, with Y.
 .  .c In case w ` s j , the set X has also contact of a given order,0
with Y, at `.
In the stability analysis, where the above situation occurs, one is faced with
 .the problem to determine a small value p such that
 .   . 4   .d U s w x : x g X has contact of order p, with V s w y : y g
4Y , at the point j .0
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The main purpose of the paper is to settle the above problem, under
conditions fulfilled in the above mentioned stability analysis. Moreover,
the paper will address various natural questions related to the above order
concept, some of which are important in view of applications.
1.3. Outline of the Rest of the Paper
Section 2 deals with various, general issues related to Definition 1.1. In
Theorem 2.1 some basic properties of the order concept are listed. A
 .notable one of these is the symmetry with respect to X and Y of the
order of contact. Theorem 2.3 relates Definition 1.1 to a customary
definition of order, to be found in the literature. This theorem is useful in
the application mentioned in Remark 2.4.
The main result of the paper is presented in Section 3. Theorem 3.1 of
that section provides us with an appropriate expression for p, as in the
 .above statement d , under specific assumptions regarding X, Y, and w.
These assumptions are fulfilled in the application mentioned in Remark
3.4. Section 3 also discusses the sharpness of Theorem 3.1, and possible
variants to it.
In order not to interrupt the presentation in Section 3, we have post-
poned the proof of Theorem 3.1 to Section 4.
2. PROPERTIES OF THE ORDER CONCEPT
2.1. Basic Properties
 4Let X, Y denote arbitrary subsets of C, and let x g C j ` , 0 F p - `.0
The theorem below addresses the situation where
X has contact of order p , with Y , at x . 2.1 .0
 .In the following we denote for any set Z ; C its closure by cl Z .
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. a Let x s `. Then 2.1 is equi¨ alent to the requirement0
that the set Xy1 has contact of order p, with Yy1, at the point 0.
 .  .b Condition 2.1 holds whene¨er X or Y is empty.
 .  .c Condition 2.1 holds whene¨er
x g C and x f cl X l cl Y , .  .0 0
or
x s ` and at least one of the sets X , Y is bounded.0
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 .  .d Assume 2.1 , and let p F q - `. Then X has contact of order q,
with Y, at x .0
 .  .e Let Z be a finite set of points in the complex plane. Then 2.1 is
equi¨ alent to the requirement that X j Z has contact of order p, with Y, at x .0
 .  .f Condition 2.1 is equi¨ alent to the requirement that X has contact of
 .order p, with cl Y , at x .0
 .  .g Condition 2.1 is equi¨ alent to the requirement that Y has contact of
 .order p, with X, at x symmetry with respect to X and Y .0
 .  .Proof. The statements a ] e are immediate consequences of Defini-
tion 1.1.
  ..  .  .In case x g C, we use the relation d x, cl Y s d x, Y to prove f .0
In case x s `, we note that0
y1 y1  4cl Y s cl Y _ 0 , 2.2 .  .  .
 y1 w  .xy1 .  y1 y1.  .and use the ensuing relation d x , cl Y s d x , Y to prove f .
 .In order to prove g , we first consider x g C and a ) 0, a ) 0 such0 0 1
 . < <that 1.1a holds. Let y g Y, x g X, y y x F a r2. We shall prove0 0
yp 1qpypy1 py1< < < <y y x G min 2 a , 2 a ? y y x , 2.3 .  . 41 0 0
by considering three situations.
< < < < < < < <Suppose x y x ) a . Then y y x G x y x y y y x G a r2,0 0 0 0 0
 .which implies 2.3 .
< < < < < < < < < <Next, suppose y y x ) 2 x y x . Then y y x G y y x y x y x G0 0 0 0
1 < <  .y y x , which also implies 2.3 .02
< < < < < < < <Finally, suppose x y x F a , y y x F 2 x y x . Then y y x G0 0 0 0
 . < <1qp y1yp < <1qp  .d x, Y G a x y x G a 2 y y x , and therefore 2.3 holds.1 0 1 0
 .  .In view of 2.3 , statement g is true for x g C. The case x s `0 0
 .follows by an application of statement a .
 .Remark 2.2. In view of Theorem 2.1 g , we shall henceforth often say
that X and Y ha¨e contact of a certain order at x , instead of saying that X0
has contact of that order, with Y, at x .0
2.2. Relating Definition 1.1 to a Customary Definition
 .  .Let p be a nonnegative integer, and T ) 0. Let F t , G t denote
complex valued functions which are p q 1 times continuously differen-
tiable for yT F t F T. We shall deal with the sets
X s F t : yT F t F T , Y s G t : yT F t F T , 2.4a 4  4 .  .  .
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and with the situation where
F 0 s G 0 s x . 2.4b .  .  .0
w xAssume u g R to be such that, for all t g yT , T ,
F t s x q eiu t q if t , G t s x q eiu t q ig t , 2.5a .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0
 .  .  w x.where f t , g t are real. According to a customary definition cf., e.g., 2 ,
the exact order of contact between X and Y, at x , is said to be p if0
f  j. 0 s g  j. 0 for 1 F j F p , f 1qp. 0 / g 1qp. 0 . 2.5b .  .  .  .  .
 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Assume 2.4 , 2.5 . Then
 .a X and Y ha¨e contact of order p at x ;0
 .b There exists no real ¨alue q, with 0 F q - p, such that X and Y ha¨e
contact of order q at x .0
 .  .  .Proof. 1 For any x s F t g X there exists a point y s G t* g Y
 . < < < <such that d x, Y s x y y . It can be shown that, for t ) 0 sufficiently
small,
t* y t s g 9 t* f t y g t* . 2.6 .  .  .  .
< < < . w  .  .x <  .Since x y y s t y t* q i f t y g t* , we obtain by using 2.6 ,
< < < < < <f t y g t* F x y y F 1 q m f t y g t* , 2.7a .  .  .  .  .  .
 <  . < 4where m s max g 9 t : yT F t F T .
 <  . < 4Defining l s max f 9 t : yT F t F T , we also see that
< < < < < <t F x y x F 1 q l t . 2.7b .  .0
Below we shall need that
t* 1 q f 9 0 g 9 0 .  .
lim s . 2.8 .2ttª0 1 q g 9 0 .
 .This relation can be proved by using 2.6 .
 .2 We have
f t y g t* .  .
p  j.f 0 . jjs t y t* . 4 j!js1
1 t t*p p1qp. 1qp.q f t t y t dt y g t t* y t dt . .  .  .  .H Hp! 0 0
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 .From this equality and 2.6 is can be seen that
t1qp
J t ? f t y g t* s ? I t , 4 .  .  .  .
1 q p ! .
where
1 p1qp1qp. 1qp.I t s p q 1 ? f s t y t*rt g s t* 1 y s ds , .  .  .  .  .  . 4H
0
p  j. jy1f 0 . jy1ykkJ t s 1 q g 9 t* ? ? t t* . .  .  .  5j!js1 ks0
 .In view of 2.8 we have
1qp
1 q f 9 0 g 9 0 .  .
1qp. 1qp.lim I t s f 0 y ? g 0 , .  .  .2tª0 1 q g 9 0 . .
2lim J t s 1 for p s 0 , lim J t s 1 q f 9 0 for p G 1 . .  .  .  .  .
tª0 tª0
Since these limits are different from zero, there exist positive constants c ,0
< <c such that, for t ) 0 sufficiently small,1
< <1qp < < < <1qpc t F f t y g t* F c t . .  .0 1
 .In view of 2.7 , there follows
y1yp 1qp 1qp< < < <c 1 q l ? x y x F d x , Y F c 1 q m ? x y x .  .  .0 0 1 0
 . < <whenever x s F t with t ) 0 sufficiently small. This proves the theorem.
Remark 2.4. The last theorem is applied by Spijker and Straetemans
w x8, Sect. 4 in the stability analysis of a numerical method for the solution
of an evolutionary convection-diffusion-reaction problem.
3. THE MAIN RESULT OF THE PAPER
3.1. Formulation of Theorem 3.1
Below, in Theorem 3.1, we shall formulate the main result of the paper.
In the following, w denotes a given non-constant rational function, and f
is defined by
f z s w 1rz . .  .
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For any set Z ; C which contains no poles of w, we shall use the
notation
w Z s w z : z g Z , 4 .  .
and for any W ; C we define
wy1 W s z : z g C with w z g W . 4 .  .
Theorem 3.1 deals with the situation where
X , Y are subsets of C which contain no poles of w , 3.1a .
U s w X , V s w Y , 3.1b .  .  .
wy1 U ; cl X , or wy1 V ; cl Y . 3.1c .  .  .  .  .
 .THEOREM 3.1. Assume 3.1 , and let j g C. Denote the elements x g C0
 4  .j ` , with w x s j , by0
x , x , . . . , x .1 2 m
w .Suppose, for 1 F i F m, that X and Y ha¨e contact of order p g 0, ` at x .i i
Denote by l the smallest integer, with l G 1, such thati i
w  l i. x / 0 if x / ` , f  l i. 0 / 0 if x s ` . .  .  .  .i i i
Then U and V ha¨e contact of order
p s max p rli i
1FiFm
at the point j .0
The above theorem will be proved in Section 4.
3.2. Remarks about Theorem 3.1
 .Remark 3.2. Assumption 3.1c is essential for the conclusion of Theo-
 .rem 3.1 to be valid even when l s 1 . This is clear from the following,i
 .  .  < < 4  < < 4simple example: w z s z z y 2 , X s x : x F 1 , Y s y : y y 2 F 1 ,
j s 0. We have m s 2, l s l s 1, p s p s 0, but there exists no0 1 2 1 2
w .  .  .p g 0, ` such that w X and w Y have contact of order p, at j .0
 .Assumption 3.1c is also essential for a ``local'' version of Theorem 3.1
 . 2to be true. This is evident from our next example: w z s z , j s 0,0
  .  . 4   .  .X s x : y« F Re x F 0, Im x s 0 , Y s y : 0 F Re y F « , Im y s
4 w .0 , with « ) 0. We have m s 1, l s 2, p s 0, but again no p g 0, `1 1
 .  .exists for which w X and w Y have contact of order p, at j .0
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Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 is sharp in that the value p given in the
theorem is, in general, best possible. This will become clear from the
 . l  l l 4following example: w z s z , X s x : x g C with x g R, x G 0 , Y s
 1q r 4y : y s t q it with t G 0 , and j s 0. Here 0 - r - ` and l is an0
arbitrary integer with l G 1.
It is easily seen that X and Y have contact of order r, at x s 0. Since0
 .3.1 is fulfilled, we conclude from Theorem 3.1 that
U s u : u s Re u G 0 4 .
and
l1qrV s ¨ : ¨ s t q it with t G 0 . 5
have contact of order p s rrl, at j .0
 1q r . l lw 2 r xlr2  .For t ) 0 and ¨ s t q it , we have ¨ s t 1 q t exp ilu , with
 . r0 F u - pr2, tg u s t . For t ) 0 sufficiently small,
lr2 lr2l 2 r l 2 r< <w x w xd ¨ , U s t 1 q t sin lu , and ¨ y j s t 1 q t . .  . 0
 . < <1qpHence, d ¨ , U r ¨ y j tends to l, when ¨ g V tends to j . This0 0
implies that U and V cannot have contact of order q, at j , for any0
w .q g 0, p .
w xRemark 3.4. In 8 , Theorem 3.1 is used in deriving stability estimates.
 .  .  . < <Here the situation a , b , c of Section 1.2 occurs, with j s 1 and with0
closed sets X, Y satisfying
< < < <X ; z : z g C, w z F 1 , Y s z : z g C, w z s 1 . 4  4 .  .
 . y1 .  .Clearly, the set V s w Y now satisfies w V s Y, so that 3.1 is
fulfilled and Theorem 3.1 can be applied.
Remark 3.5. Various modifications to Theorem 3.1 are possible. We
list some of them.
 .1 Suppose, for some i with 1 F i F m,
x g C and x f cl X l cl Y , .  .i i
or
x s `, and at least one of the sets X , Y is bounded.i
 .By Theorem 2.1 c , we then have automatically the value p s 0. There-i
fore, all those points x have no essential contribution to the valuei
p s max p rl , and might have been disregarded in the formulation ofi i
Theorem 3.1.
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 .2 By applying Theorem 3.1 in its present form, one can prove a
 .variant to the theorem in which 3.1c is replaced by the weaker require-
ment
 < < 4There is an « ) 0 such that, with W s z : z y j - « , we have0 0
wy1 U l W ; cl X , or wy1 V l W ; cl Y . 3.1c* .  .  .  .  .0 0
 .  .3 By applying Theorems 3.1 and 2.1 a , a variant to Theorem 3.1 can
 .be proved for the case j s `. Besides, Theorem 3.1 and Definition 1.10
can be reformulated in terms of arbitrary subsets X, Y of the Riemann
sphere.
 .4 We finally note that a variant can be established for arbitrary
analytic functions w defined on a domain V ; C.
In Section 3.1 we formulated Theorem 3.1 in its present form, because
we feel that in this way the main result and its proof are most transparent.
Moreover, only the case where w is rational and j g C is relevant to the0
applications as in Remark 3.4.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 will make use of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2. In the
following, we first give both lemmas and then their respective proofs. The
actual proof of Theorem 3.1 will be given at the very end of this section.
In all of the following, w and f are as specified in Section 3.1. Further,
j denotes an arbitrary, given element in C.0
 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume 3.1 , and let
x g C, w x s j . .0 0 0
w .Suppose X and Y ha¨e contact of order p g 0, ` at x . Denote by l the0
smallest integer, with l G 1, such that
w  l . x / 0. .0
 < < 4 Then « ) 0 exists such that, with D s z : z y x F « , the sets w X l0 0
.  .D and w Y l D ha¨e contact of order prl at j .0 0 0
 .LEMMA 4.2. Assume 3.1 , and let
w ` s j . . 0
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w .Suppose X and Y ha¨e contact of order p g 0, ` at `. Denote by l the
smallest integer, with l G 1, such that
f  l . 0 / 0. .
 < < 4 Then « ) 0 exists such that, with D s z : 1r« F z - ` , the sets w X0
.  .l D and w Y l D ha¨e contact of order prl at j .0 0 0
For the case where l s 1, the following proof of Lemma 4.1 is short. In
 .fact, when l s 1, the assumption 3.1c is not needed, and the lemma has
w xsome similarity to a conclusion in 3 about the invariance of the order of
contact.
For the case l G 2, the proof relies on a cautious use of Taylor's
formula, as well as on two appropriate applications of the principle of the
argument.
The proof of Lemma 4.2 will be short, and rely on the use of Lemma 4.1.
 .Proof of Lemma 4.1. 1 We assume, without loss of generality, that
wy1 V ; cl Y . 4.1 .  .  .
Let a ) 0, a ) 0 be such that the following implication holds:0 1
< < < <1qpx g X , x y x F a « d x , Y G a x y x . .0 0 1 0
 < < 4  xLet D s z : z y x F « , where « g 0, a is so small that0 0 0
D contains no poles of w , and no elements x / x with w x s j , .0 0 0
<  l .  l . < <  l . <w z y w x F u w x whenever z g D . .  .  .0 0 0
Here u is a parameter, with 0 - u F 1r2, to be specified below.
We define
1 l . l< <c s w x rl!, r s c « , q s prl. .0 2
 .  .Below, in parts 2 , 3 of the proof, we shall show that a positive constant
g exists such that, for all j , h satisfying
< <j g w X l D , h g w Y l D with h y j - r , 4.2a .  .  .0 0 0
we have
< < < <1qqj y h G g j y j . 4.2b .0
  ..From the last inequality we easily see e.g., by applying Theorem 2.1 g
 .  .that w X l D and w Y l D have contact of order q at j .0 0 0
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 .For the clearness of presentation, we shall prove below that 4.2a
 .implies 4.2b by considering the cases l s 1 and l G 2 seperately.
 .2 Let l s 1.
 .We choose u s 1r2. Assume j , h satisfy 4.2a , and consider x g X l
D , y g Y l D with0 0
j s w x and h s w y . .  .
We have
1




1 3< < < < < < < < < < < <j y h G w9 x ? x y y and j y j F w9 x ? x y x . .  .0 0 0 02 2
< < < <1qp  .Applying the inequality x y y G a x y x we thus obtain 4.2b , with1 0
p y1yp < <ypg s 2 3 a w9 x . .1 0
 .3a Let l G 2.
 .  .Assume j , h satisfy 4.2a . Note that 4.2b is automatically fulfilled if
j s j . In all of the following we assume, with no loss of generality, that0
j / j .0
w  .xConsider arbitrary x g X l D , y g cl Y l D with0 0
j s w x , h s w y . .  .
 .Since we want to apply 4.3 we consider, for a given z g D , the0
 .  .   ..quantity w9 z . By expanding the function g t s w9 x q t z y x ,0 0
around t s 0, in a Taylor series with remainder we obtain
g  ly2. 0 .
w9 z s g 1 s g 0 q g 9 0 q ??? q .  .  .  .
l y 2 ! .
ly1z y x . 10 ly2  l .q 1 y s w y s ds , .  . .Hl y 2 ! . 0
where
y s s x q s z y x . .  .0 0
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Consequently,
ly1z y x .0  l . < <w9 z s w x 1 q d , with d F u . .  .  .0l y 1 ! .
 .Substituting this expression in 4.3 we obtain
w  l . x . 10 ly1
w x y w y s x y y z t y x 1 q d t dt , .  .  .  .  .H 0l y 1 ! . 0
< <with d t F u . .
< <   ..  .Since j / j , we have x / x and x y y G d x, cl Y s d x, Y G0 0
< <1qpa x y x ) 0, so that we can define1 0
y1u s y y x x y x g C, with u / 1. .  .0 0
A straightforward calculation shows that
ly1 lx y x u y 1 .  .1 0ly1z t y x dt s . .H 0 l ? u y 1 .0
By using this formula, in combination with the inequality
1 ly1 ly1 ly1< < < <z t y x d t dt F u x y x max 1, u , 4 .  .H 0 0
0
 .  .we see from our last expression for w x y w y that
lu y 1ly1 ly1< < < < < <w x y w y G c x y x x y y ? y u l max 1, u . 4 .  .  .  .0  /u y 1
 .3b We introduce the set
3p
< <W s w : w g C with Arg w F , .l  52 l
 .where Arg w denotes the principal value of the argument with yp -
 .  .  .  l .Arg w F p and Arg 0 s 0. Since the polynomial p w s w y 1 w yl
.y11 has no zeros in W , we havel
< <m s min p w : w g W ) 0. 4 .l l l
 4We choose u , with 0 - u F min 1r2, u , where u ) 0 is so small thatl l
ly1 1< < < <p w y u l max 1, w G m for all w g W . 4 .l l l l2
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<  .  . <From our lower bound for w x y w y we see that, whenever u g W ,l
1 ly1< < < < < < < <w x y w y G m c ? x y x x y y . .  . l 02
< < < <1qpSince x y y G a x y x , this implies1 0
1 lqp< < < < < <j y h G a m c ? x y x .1 l 02
 .In order to relate this result to 4.2b we note that
lx y x . 10 ly1  l .j y j s 1 y s w x q s x y x ds , 4.4 .  .  . .H0 0 0l y 1 ! . 0
so that
3 l< < < < < <j y j F c ? x y x .0 02
< <Combining the last inequality with our lower bound for j y h we arrive,
q y1yq < <yqwith g s 2 3 a m c , at the conclusion1 l
< < < <1qqj y h G g j y j ,0
provided
y1u s y y x x y x g W . .  .0 0 l
 .  .3c In view of our last conclusion the proof of 4.2b will be complete
if we can show that, corresponding to any given elements x, h g C with
< <x / x , h g w Y l D , h y j - r , 4.5a .  .0 0 0
there exists an element y satisfying
y g cl Y l D , w y s h , and .  .0
4.5b .
y1u s y y x x y x g W . .  .0 0 l
 .  .Assume 4.5a . We shall prove 4.5b . Note that, if h s j , relation0
 .  .4.5a implies 4.5b with y s x . In the rest of the proof we assume that0
h / j .0
 .   . .By applying formula 4.4 with x, j replaced by z, w z , respectively it
 .follows that there is a function c z such that
l
w z s j q c 1 q c z z y x , .  .  . .0 0
< < < <with c z F 1r2 and Arg 1 q c z F pr6, 4.6a .  .  . .
< <for all z with z y x F « .0
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Let C denote a curve in the complex plane with starting point z and0
end point z . We denote the increase of the argument of any function1
 . w  .xg z , when z moves along C from z to z , by arg g z . Clearly, if the0 1 C
 4curve C lies in D _ x , we have0 0
arg w z y j s l ? arg z y x .  . .0 0 CC
q Arg 1 q c z y Arg 1 q c z . 4.6b .  .  . .  .1 0
Let T be a real parameter, with
p 3p
F T F .
l 2 l
 w x.We shall apply the principle of the argument see, e.g., 4 along the curve
C q C q C , where0 1 2
x y x0i tC : z t s x q e ? « yT F t F T , .  .0 0 < <x y x0
C : z t s 1 q T y t z T q t y T x T F t F T q 1 , .  .  .  .  .1 0
C : z t s yt y T x q t q T q 1 z yT yT y 1 F t F yT . .  .  .  .  .2 0
We define
lz s z T , z s j q c z y x , .  .1 1 0 1 0
lz s z yT , z s j q c z y x , .  .2 2 0 2 0
 < < 4and we introduce the following three subsets of z : z y j F 3r :0
< <S s z : r F z y j F 3r , 40 0
y1< < < <S s z : z y j F 3r and Arg z y j z y j F pr6 , .  . 41 0 0 1 0
y1< < < <S s z : z y j F 3r and Arg z y j z y j F pr6 . .  . 42 0 0 2 0
 .  .From 4.6a with z on C it is clear thatj
w C ; S for j s 0, 1, 2, 4.7a . .j j
 .  .and from 4.6b with C s C we obtain0
arg w z y j G 5pr3. 4.7b .  . .0 C0
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We define, for prl F T F 3pr2 l, the set
< <E T s z : 0 - z y j - r _ S j S . 4 .  .0 1 2
 .  .  .From 4.7a , 4.7b it is evident that, if the given point h lies in E T , we
have
arg w z y h G 2p . . . C qC qC0 1 2
In this situation, according to the principle of the argument, the function
 .w z y h has at least one zero y s y in the interior of the closed curveh
C q C q C . This element y satisfies0 1 2
y g wy1 V l D , w y s h , and .  .0
y1u s y y x x y x g W . .  .0 0 l
 .  .Therefore, in view of 4.1 , it satisfies 4.5b .
 < < 4  .   .y1 .  .Since z : 0 - z y j - r s E prl j E 3p 2 l , the proof of 4.5b0
y1 .is complete by choosing either T s prl or T s 3p 2 l .
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We make the assumptions regarding w, X, Y as in
  .Lemma 4.2, and we suppose, with no loss of generality cf. Theorem 2.1 b ,
 ..g , that
Y is unbounded, and wy1 V ; cl Y . .  .
y1 y1  .  .We put X s X , Y s Y , U s f X , V s f Y , w s f , x s 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .Clearly, w , X , Y , U , V satisfy 3.1a , 3.1b . In order to prove also0 0 0 0 0
 .3.1c , we consider an arbitrary
z g wy1 V s fy1 V . .  .0 0 0
 .In case z s 0, we have z g cl Y , since Y is unbounded. In case z / 0, we0
 .  .  y1 .  .write z s 1ry, and note that w y s f z g f Y ; w Y s V. It fol-
 .  .  y1 .  .lows that y g cl Y . Using 2.2 , there follows z g cl Y s cl Y . We0
y1 .  .  .thus have proved that w V ; cl Y , i.e., 3.1c .0 0 0
 .In view of Theorem 2.1 a , the sets X and Y have contact of order p0 0
 .at x . All assumptions of Lemma 4.1 being fulfilled by X , Y , w , we can0 0 0 0
choose « ) 0 as in that lemma. We conclude that, with
< <D s z : z y x F « , 40
 y1 .  y1 .the sets f X l D and f Y l D have contact of order prl at j .0
 y1 .The proof of the lemma is completed by noting that f X l D s
y1 .  .  .  < < 4w X l D , f Y l D s w Y l D , where D s z : 1r« F z - ` .0 0 0
NOTE722
 .Proof of Theorem 3.1. 1 We assume, with no loss of generality, that
wy1 V ; cl Y . 4.8 .  .  .
For 1 F i F m, we define
q s p rl ,i i i
and
< <D s z : z y x - « if x / `, 4i i i
< < 4D s z : 1r« - z - ` if x s `.i i
In view of the Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, there exist positive « , b , b such that0 1
< <j g w X l D , h g w cl Y l D , j y j F b 4.9a .  .  . .i i 0 0
implies
< < < <1qqij y h G b j y j 4.9b .1 0
 .whenever 1 F i F m .
 .2 Since w and f transform open sets into open sets, we can choose
l ) 0 so small that
< <z : 0 - z y j - l ; w D for 1 F j F m. 4.10a 4  . .0 j
We define
m
< <D s D and m s inf w z y j : z g C _ D . 4 .D j 0
js1
By a compactness argument we see that m ) 0. We choose l such that, in
 .addition to 4.10a ,
 40 - l F min m , b , 1 .0
In view of the definition of m there follows
< <w X l z : z y j - l ; w X l D . 4.10b 4 .  .  .0
 .3 Let j , h be given, with
< < < <j g w X , h g w Y , j y j - l, 0 - h y j - l. .  . 0 0
 .In view of 4.10b , there is an index i such that
j g w X l D . .i
NOTE 723
 .  .  .  .From 4.10a , 4.8 we see that h s w y for some y g D l cl Y . Sincei
 .  .l F b , we have 4.9a , and therefore also 4.9b . Using that l F 1, there0
follows
< < < <1qpj y h G b ? j y j1 0
with p s max q .i i
 .Clearly, we have proved that w X has contact of order p, at the point
 .  < < 4  .j , with w Y l h : 0 - h y j - l . Using Theorem 2.1 g and Defini-0 0
 .  .  .tion 1.1 a , we conclude that w Y has contact of order p, with w X ,
at j .0
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